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What matters most...
...is that you are fully satisfied with our products.
This commitment includes workmanship,
metals, engraving, and our customer
service. Should you have any questions
or wish to order additional pieces, please
contact your original order source. Thank
you for your interest and consideration.
David Gordon
Founder and President

My Buddie, Coupe

From Someone Who Knows...
"Mico was my heart and is the inspiration
for the daily work that I do for Two Hearts
Pet Loss. It is so comforting to know that
I have her pawprint on the beautiful
Buddies charm, right next to my heart.”
Coleen Ellis understands “Pet Parents A Journey Through Unconditional Love &
Grief”, the title of her recent book that
Coleen Ellis and Mico
reveals what pet parents want when they
lose a beloved pet. Coleen opened the first stand-alone pet
funeral home in the United States and founded Two Hearts Pet
Loss Center, a resource for pet death care providers. She also
co-chairs the Pet Loss Professional Alliance, an association
that promotes high ethical standards and the dignified care of
all pets at the end of their lives and pet parents as they deal
with grief.
Two Hearts Pet Loss Center
2143 Cheviot Ct., Greenwood, IN 46143
www.TwoHeartsPetLossCenter.com
www.TwoHeartsPetLoss.com
Customer Service Center
Customer Service Representatives can be reached on our toll
free line, 877.848.6243 (847.381.9000 outside of the U.S.)
or by email at info@meadowhillco.com. Business hours are
Monday thru Friday, 7:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. CST.

22285 N. Pepper Road, Suite 409,
Lake Barrington, IL 60010
Toll-free: 877.848.6243 Fax: 847.381.1735
MHC-B-2/14- 75M
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Standard Charm

Good things come in small
packages! With a touch of a
Buddie Standard, you somehow
feel connected to your pet.

WG - pawprint
with chain

The Standard Charm measures:
9/16”W x 19/32”L

What is a Buddie?
It’s different things to different people.
“I touch Nikko’s pawprint and think about the greeting
that awaits me when I get home. It gets me through
the day.

My Buddies KeyTag is my reminder of the fun I
had running on the beach with my girls and my
best budd, Coupe.

YG - pawprint
with two stones

Available Face Designs

SS - hoofprint
with birthstone

YG - noseprint
with birthstone
and chain

WG - hoofprint
with birthstone
and chain

All my four-legged babies are on my bracelet. I
wear it everyday.

Duke was born a hunter and was always at my
side. He’s gone now, but when I touch his
noseprint on my pocket knife, I remember our
great adventures together.
With a touch of your Buddie, stories flow—evoking
warm feelings and wonderful memories.

Buddies are made from the unique paw-, nose-, hoof-, or
other prints of your favorite pets. From a two-dimensional
ink print or high resolution photo of the nose or paw,
Meadow Hill’s artisans create a three-dimensional wax
that is then cast in metal using the ancient art of lost wax
casting. Polished and engraved, perhaps embellished
with a stone or chain, these one-of-a-kind keepsakes
keep you coming back to the stories that connect you to
your beloved pets.
1
...

WG - talonprint
with black cord
Not shown actual size

Included Engraving
Your Standard Charm
includes two lines of
engraving with 10
characters and spaces
per line. An optional
third line may be
purchased.

...4
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Single Heartfelt™ Charm

Double Heartfelt™ Charms

Remember the unconditional
love of your pet. A Single
Heartfelt charm holds a
touch of that love and
forever keeps your darling
close.

The Double Heartfelt Charm
speaks of the relationship
between pet and pet parent
forever forged in love.

YG - noseprint

The Double Heartfelt Charm
measures: 1”W x 1”L

The Single Heartfelt Charm
measures: 5/8”W x 11/16”L

YG - hoofprint
and pawprint
WG - pawprint and
noseprint with pink cord
SS - talonprint
and fingerprint
with birthstone

SS - hoofprint
with chain

SS - noseprint
with birthstone

YG - pawprint
with two stones
and chain

WG - talonprint
with black cord

Available Face Designs

Stones attach on the
bracelet adjacent to
the charm

SS - fingerprint and
noseprint with chain
SS - noseprint
on bracelet
with birthstone
Not shown actual size

Included Engraving
Your Single Heartfelt
Charm includes two
lines of engraving with
10 characters and
spaces on each line.
An optional third line
may be purchased.
5
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SS - noseprint
and pawprint
with two stones

Included Engraving
Your Double Heartfelt
charm comes with one
angled line of engraving
with 18 characters
and spaces.
OR
with engraving behind each heart
containing one, two, or three lines
with 10 characters and spaces on
each line.

...6
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Noble Bronze™ Collection

The Noble Bronze Collection offers families the same tactile
connections to beloved pets that make all Buddie Keepsakes
special.

KeyTags

Style 2

Available Face Designs

Available in three styles, each
KeyTag comes complete with a
black rubber silencer, a 30”
stainless steel ball chain, and a
split ring for holding keys. This
gives you the option to wear or
carry a loved one’s print.
The KeyTag measures:
1”W x 1-15/16”L

Not shown actual size
OTHER indicates any animal print.

Dog Tag or Key Chain, choose your look and style!
Not shown actual size

Style 1

Style 2 - Included Engraving
Engraving on front (widthwise):
2 lines with 10 characters and spaces on each line
Optional engraving for purchase - 3rd line as above and/or on
the back of the charm, as many as 3 standard or extended lines
with no more than 18 characters and spaces on each line

Style 3

Not shown actual size
Not shown actual size

Style 1- Included Engraving
Engraving on the back (lengthwise):
2 lines with 10 characters and spaces on each line
Optional engraving for purchase - 3rd line as above and/or as
many as 3 extended lines with 18 characters and spaces on
each line
7
...

Style 3- Included Engraving
Engraving on back (widthwise): On the back side, 4 lines with 10
characters and spaces (2 lines behind each print) Optional engraving
for purchase - An additional 3rd line behind each print with 10
characters and spaces on each line
8
...
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NEW Noble Bronze Pieces

Meadow Hill is proud to introduce three NEW Buddies pieces. They
join our popular KeyTags™ as part of the Noble Bronze Collection.
These new youthful additions come with an adjustable, black,
neoprene cord with stainless steel slides. Like the KeyTags, the
new pieces are individually cast—never laser etched or rotary
cut—using Meadow Hill’s patented bronze formula and the
timeless process of lost wax casting. Each piece is engraved and
finished with our unique hypo-allergenic coating that carries a
lifetime guarantee.

Double Rectangle
The Double Rectangle holds two
different prints.
Included Engraving

Classic Oval

The piece comes with four lines of
engraving (two lines behind each
print) with 10 characters and spaces
per line. An optional third line behind
either or both of the prints is
available.

This charm is larger than the Standard
Charm but smaller than the Grand Charm.

The Double Rectangle Charm
measures: 11/16”W x 1-5/16”L

Included Engraving

The piece comes with two lines of
engraving with 10 characters and spaces
per line. An optional third line of engraving
is available.

Available Face Designs for either top or bottom positions

The Classic Oval Charm
measures: 21/32”W x 13/16”L
Available Face Designs

Not shown actual size
OTHER indicates a different animal print.

Noble Bronze Engraving Examples

Not shown actual size
OTHER indicates a different animal print.

Single Rectangle
This design frames your print.
Included Engraving

The piece comes with two lines of
engraving with 10 characters and spaces
per line. An optional third line of
engraving is available.
The Single Rectangle Charm measures:
11/16”W x 1-1/16”L
Available Face Designs

Not shown actual size
OTHER indicates a different animal print.

...9
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Grand Charms

Family Ties™ Charms

The elegant Grand Charm can
be made feminine or masculine
depending on how it is worn.

These exciting, multi-print charms
remind us of the dynamics between
pets and people. When combined,
they become a family united.

The Grand Charm measures:
3/4”W x 1”L

The Family Ties Charm
measures: 1-1/8” in diameter

WG - pawprint with two
stones and chain
SS - 4-Print with
3 stones and chain
SS - hoofprint
with black cord

YG - noseprint with
stone and chain

SS - 3-Print with center birthstone
and Pet Name (additional fee)

Available Configurations

YG - Grand
Yin-Yang with
pawprint and
noseprint
SS - noseprint
and chain

Included Engraving
Your Grand Charm includes three lines of engraving with 12
characters and spaces on each line. An optional fourth line may
be purchased.
Available Face Designs

YG - 6-Print with
diamond

Not shown actual size
OTHER indicates a different animal print.

Included Engraving
Your FT Charm includes initials (up to 3 letters) engraved on the back
behind each print-OR-up to three lines with 12 characters and spaces
per line. An optional forth line may be purchased.

Not shown actual size

Not shown actual size

11
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For Women

A woman’s jewelry holds layers of meaning. Beyond the
obvious decorative value, her prized pieces reflect her love
for her pets.
Hanging Charm Pin

Earrings
Buddies Standard or Heartfelt Charms hang freely from lever-back
earrings. You can further adorn your earrings by adding genuine or
synthetic stones.

The Hanging Pin charm is available
with a Standard, Heartfelt, Grand
or Grand Personal Expressions
charm. You can also add stones.

Two different prints with
different engraving may be
used when creating a pair
of earrings.

SS - Standard Charm
with pawprint

SS - Heartfelt Charm with
two pawrints

WG - Standard
Charm with
noseprint and
birthstone

YG - Grand
Yin-Yang Charm
with pawprint
and noseprint

Included Engraving
Each Earring includes the
same amount of engraving as
used on the Standard or
Heartfelt Charms. Each charm
can be uniquely engraved.
A third line of engraving may
be purchased on each.

YG - Heartfelt
Charm with
talonprint

Included Engraving
These charms include the same engraving used on the Standard,
Heart or Grand charms. An additional line of engraving may be
purchased in each size.

YG - Standard Charms with
noseprints and birthstones

Charm Bracelets
Many women start an heirloom bracelet with a Buddies charm
of a favorite pet. Over time, other Buddies can be added, even
the prints of special family members!

Meadow Hill’s Double
Link Charm bracelets
come in two lengths:
7” and 8”. Charms are
purchased separately.
There is a fee for the
attachment of each
charm.

Bracelets are available in
sterling silver, 14k yellow
and 14k white gold.

13
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For Men

Key Fob

Mounted Thumbies

A keepsake connected to a
daily routine is truly comforting.
Standard, Heartfelt or Grand
Buddies with any of our face
designs are embedded
in protective, crystal-clear
Lucite®.

Meadow Hill offers three products on which Buddies keepsakes
can be mounted: a Zippo™ Lighter, a stainless steel Buck™
Pocket Knife, and Money Clip.

Key Fob with
YG Standard
noseprint

A Key Fob measures:
1-1/2” in diameter

Knife with mounted
SS Standard pawprint

Included Engraving
Each Key Fob includes
the same amount of
engraving used on the
Standard, Heartfelt or
Grand charms. An additional
line may be purchased.
The time required to create your Key
Fob is approximately 8-10 weeks.

Lapel Pin / Tie Tac

Cuff Links

A Standard,
Grand or Single
Heartfelt
Buddies
can be made
into Tie Tacs
YG Lapel Pin
or Lapel Pins.
with Standard
Posts with
clutch receptors talonprint
are laser attached
to the backsides.

Two Buddies Standard
Charms can be fashioned
into a pair of
cuff links.
The prints
can be the
same or two
different.
YG - Cuff Links
with Standard
noseprints

15
...

Lighter with mounted
SS Standard
hoofprint

Custom mounting on other
objects with flat surfaces
is available upon review.

SS Tie Tac
with Standard
pawprint

Included Engraving
Your Tie Tac or Lapel Pin
includes the same amount of
engraving used on the
Standard, Grand, or Heartfelt
Charms. No additional lines
of engraving available.

Money Clip with
mounted SS Standard
noseprint

Included Engraving
Cuff Link engraving is
placed on the wings of the links
as illustrated. Each link provides
two areas (one on each side of
the center stem) for 10
characters and spaces.

Knife measures: 1”W x 3-3/4”L
Money Clip measures: 7/8”W x 2-1/4”L
Lighter measures: 1-1/2”W x 2-1/4”L
Included Engraving
Your mounted piece comes with two lines of engraving with 10
characters and spaces on each line. An optional third line may be
purchased. Engraving is placed on the object itself.
16
...
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Rings

Chains, Cords and Stones

Rings have long expressed important emotions, traditions
and relationships. This is true of Buddies Remembrance
Bands and Signet Rings.

Chains

Anchor chains in
14k yellow gold and
14k white gold

Create a pendant with the
purchase of a chain. Box
chains are available in
sterling silver and anchor
chains are used for both
14k yellow and white gold.
Sterling silver box chain
Longer chains of 20”, 24”
and 30” are available in all
three metals.

Leather Cords
YG Band with alternating pawprints over basket weave design
WG Signet with pawprint
WG Band with pawprint over pet parent’s prints

YG Signet
with noseprint
3/8”W x 1/2”L.

18” leather cords offer a
youthful look when
combined with your favorite
charm.
Sturdy lobster claw clasps
are used on all chains,
cords and bracelets.

WG Band with
pawprints over basket weave
design and center-set stone

Included Engraving
Your Remembrance Band or Signet Ring includes one line of
engraving containing 20 characters and spaces. An additional
eight characters may be purchased.

Neoprene Cords

Leather cords come in black, pink, or
brown with gold-plated or sterling
silver closures.

Four New Noble Bronze
pieces come with an
18”-27” adjustable cord.
Adjustable Black Neoprene with
stainless steel sliders

Remembrance Band configurations
For additional selections, contact Customer Service Center.

Swarovski Zirconia Birthstones
(Genuine also available)

Birthstones
Single pawprints - repeated over basket weave pattern

Single noseprints - repeated over basket weave pattern

Alternating nose and paw prints on top of a full fingerprint

Two pawprints and two noseprints separated by a center-set stone

17
...

Meadow Hill offers both
synthetic and genuine
birthstones. Our synthetic
birthstones are Swarovski
Zirconia® and are all
priced equally. Genuine
stones vary in price.
Check with your service
provider or call Meadow
Hill’s Customer Service.

January

February

March

April

May

June

July

August

September October November December

Genuine Stones

Diamond

Pearl

Opal

Topaz

Onyx

18
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Keepsakes by Davis Whitehall Co.

Product Information

Wooden Heartfelt
Keepsakes®

Maintaining Sterling Silver Keepsakes
If sterling silver jewelry is worn daily, the natural oils in the
body generally keep it lustrous for long periods. However,
over time or if not worn regularly, a piece can dull or tarnish.
Cleaning restores its original shine.

Heartfelt Keepsakes from
The Davis Whitehall Co. are
now available in a paw or
bone style with embedded
Buddie Standard Charms.
The beautiful handcrafted
keepsake is available in
three wood types: maple,
cherry and walnut.

If you would like to have your charm plated so as to eliminate
tarnish and the possibility of an allergic reaction, be sure to
have this done as the charm is made. Or, return the charm
and plating can be done for a minimal charge plus shipping.
Paw design with
SS - Standard noseprint
Available in all three woods
U.S. Patent No. D634,245

Maple Cherry Walnut

Bone design with
YG - Standard
pawprint
Available in
Maple only
U.S. Patent No. D632,455

Engraving the Heartfelt Keepsake (Included)
Your wooden keepsake comes with two lines of engraving.
Line 1 holds 12 characters and spaces;
line 2 holds 18 characters and spaces.
A Heartfelt Keepsake Paw measures:
5-5/16”L x 1-5/16”W x 2”D.
A Heartfelt Keepsake Bone measures:
3-1/2”L x 1-9/16”W x 3-1/2”D.

Cleaning Instructions
1. If your piece is heavily tarnished, first remove the tarnish with
a liquid tarnish remover following the manufacturer’s
instruction. It only takes a second or two. Never submerge
jewelry with stones (synthetic or genuine) in tarnish remover
or leave jewelry in the liquid for longer than a few seconds.
2. Use a good silver cream polish to restore the shine and place
a protective coating (and tarnish resistor!) on your piece.
These are available in most hardware and grocery stores.
Again, follow the manufacturer’s instructions.
Metal Allergies
Most people have no problem wearing sterling silver. However, a
small percentage of the population has metal allergies and
reacts to the alloys used in sterling silver. When worn, their
pieces quickly tarnish, turn colors, and, in severe cases, cause a
skin reaction. If this happens, Meadow Hill can plate any sterling
silver piece to make it hypo-allergenic. There is a charge for this
service plus the UPS charge to return the piece to you.

Satisfaction guarantee
Meadow Hill warrants its products to be free from defects in
material and workmanship for a period of one year.

Limitations
Repairs not covered in this warranty include:
• stone loss due to prong damage;
• discoloration due to environmental factors;
• discoloration due to an allergic reaction* to the base
metal or its alloys; and
• damage due to wear, customer neglect or abuse.
Outside of this first year, repairs to damaged or worn pieces
will be quoted based on standard jewelry repair costs.
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